METER STAMP SOCIETY Auction 36

Closing date: November 24, 2004

United States (United States Postage Meter Stamp Catalog numbers used)

1. AB2 'Shield' PROOF cover. Only 100 examples known of this Type. 1-cent Value, Permit #5, with the corner card of William E. and Lewis F. Mason, of Chicago .................................................. $400 P
2. BA1 commercial cover. M#4, P#6. Used only between 5 Aug 1921 and 27 Feb 1922 ........................................ $10 P
3. CA1 cover, with experimental slogan .............................................. $7 P
4. CE1, front. 2-cent value [R] ..................................................... $8 P
5. DC1 cover, 5-cent value. Nice example of this RARE Type [RRR] .......................................................... $20 P
6. DF2 cover with 'AD'L ½ PD' between TM and frank [VR] .................... $10 P
7. DF2-2 cover with 'AD'L ½ PD' below frank [VR] ................................ $10 P
8. DF3 cover, .02 ½ value [VR] ..................................................... $8 P
9. FI1 tape. Small nick at top right. M# 90001 ................................ $10 P
10. FI tape. Small nick at top right. M# 90001 ................................ $10 P
11. FI tape. Small nick at top right. M# 90001 ................................ $10 P
12. Two pre-WWII Philippines meter stamp cuts ................................ $10 P
13. 25 Permit and Directional slug covers, modern ......................... $5 P
14. PO-K1a, partially removed 'PO', M# 5005798 [VR] ...................... $12 P
15. Meter stamp cover with Post Office 'Officially Sealed' seal on back .... $5 P

United States Essays, Specimens, and Proofs

16. CA3b, blue PROOF card of M#7394 with 'VIA AIR MAIL' above frank and 'SAMPLE' diagonal across design .................. $12 P
17. Arm Forces Day SPECimen, Pitney Bowes .............................. $5 P
18. Telephone Holiday Greetings SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DF2)2B ......... $9 P
19. Telephone theme SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DF3)A ....................... $8 P
20. Borden's slogan (in Spanish) SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DE1)2 ....... $10 P
21. Auto Safety slogan SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DE2)2, Meter #85235 .... $9 P
22. Gummed Tape slogan SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DE2)2, Meter #85235 .... $9 P
23. Type HC Music slogan SPECimen tapes (5) .......................... $8 P
24. Stamps SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DB1) ................................. $6 P
25. Pitney Bowes SPECimen. Type SPE-A(DB1) .......................... $8 P
26. Pitney Bowes SPECimen. SPE-A(DB4), 22 values on two 8 x 10 sheets. Easter Seal slogan ......................... $25 P
27. Ten (10) Pitney Bowes SPECimen covers .............................. $30 P
28. Seven (7) Pitney Bowes SPECimen slogan tapes ....................... $10 P
29. Twelve (12) WWII patriotic SPECimen and PROOF slogan tapes .... $10 P
30. Six (6) Modern SPECimen covers ........................................ $10 P
31. VM-A-GA1 Mail O Mat PROOF cover, with unusual red blocks in date $10 P
32. Pitney Bowes, twenty (20) covers with British progressive postage wheel $15 P
33. PO-HA4-1a "Vultee Field" PROOF tape. [R] .................... $10 P

Rest of World

34. 1933 Czechoslovakia meter stamp slogan cover, bathtub and oven. Francotyp 'C' ............................................. $20 P
35. 1932 Czechoslovakia meter stamp slogan cover, Building .................... $10 P
36. Scarce Austria special slogan .............................................. $7 P
37. Scarce early Italy meter stamp type, two covers. Hasler 'F2' (PV-8) .... $15 P
38. Scarce Italy meter stamp, 2 covers. Francotyp A, with fases removed ... $6 P
39. Scarce Czechoslovakia meter stamp, modified frank. Bottom ornament removed ......... $10 P
40. 1926 Czechoslovakia meter stamp front. 1st Issue ....................... $10 P
41. Twelve (12) Czechoslovakia meter stamp covers, several interesting slogans $15 P
42. Egypt to England, 1954. Very nice combo cover with meter stamp and adhesive cancelled 'POST OFFICE / MARITIME MAIL' in black. Two other covers to England, un-metered and un-stamped, but with the 'POST OFFICE / MARITIME MAIL' cancel in red ............................................. $20 P

Rest of World, Essays, Specimens, and Proofs

43. 1941 Slovakia meter stamp PROOF, perfect impression .................. $10 P
44. 1932 and 1933 Czechoslovakia meter stamp slogan PROOF covers, Nude, full frontal $15 P
45. Czechoslovakia meter stamp PROOF cover, John Lennon, Beatles $8 P
46. Czechoslovakia meter stamp PROOF cover, Post horn slogan .............. $10 P
47. British Pitney Bowes ESSAYs, 21 covers with progressive postage wheel dies $20 P
48. Lot of two Japan ESSAY covers, 4-bank and 5-bank impressions ........ $6 P
49. Panama fiscal revenue ESSAY cover ....................................... $4 P
50. Six (6) British Pitney Bowes and Neopost SPECIMEN covers and cards ............................................. $10 P

Topical Slogans (by theme) US and Worldwide

51. Auto Safety / Anti Drinking meter stamp slogan cover ................................................................. $8 P
52. Bicycle Tour of Montreal PROOF meter stamp cover. Used for only one month ..................... $10 P
53. Man on the Moon PROOF cover .................................................................................................... $9 P
54. Space and Astrophilately, German 2000 special Raketenpost cover ............................................. $4 P
55. Space and Space Shuttle, German 1999, special meter cachet with pictorial postmark .............. $5 P
56. Space, German 2000, three special meter slogans ........................................................................ $7 P

Donation Lots [all proceeds go to MSS] (Special thanks to Ernie Angino, Buzz Oerding, and Frank Shively)

57. Approx 35 French meter stamp covers, fronts and cuts. Several of the first 3 issues .................... $10 P
58. Eight (8) United Nations and related French covers and cuts ...................................................... $5 P
59. United Parcel Service (UPS) tape lot. Approx 25 ........................................................................... $6 P
60. 25 Medical and related meter stamp slogan covers. Some duplication ...................................... $10 P
61. Aviation related meter stamp slogan tapes. Approx 20 ................................................................. $7 P
62. Postage Due meter stamp cover. PD tape and ‘VOIDED’ Adhesives ............................................. $9 P
63. Texas 1936 Centennial meter stamp slogan cover ....................................................................... $5 P
64. Mixed Official and APO tape lot. Approx 25, some nice slogans ................................................ $8 P
65. Over 200 modern, mostly digital, U.S. meter stamps on cover. Nice variety with a fair number of PC stamps included. Duplication .......................................................... $10 P
66. Nine (9) covers and cards, all different rates, 2nd National Philometer Exhibit, 1952 ............... $10 P
67. Ten (10) ‘stamp show’ cachets, with meter stamps ....................................................................... $5 P
68. Ten (10) covers and cards, different rates, Flying Eagle .............................................................. $6 P
69. Seven (7) PO slogan tapes, Gary Golden Jubilee, all different colors ........................................... $5 P
70. Ten (10) tapes with ‘end of roll’ marks ........................................................................................... $5 P
71. Early German Telephone Post Office cancel cover ........................................................................ $8 P
72. Eight pound Mystery-box lot. Covers, tapes, cuts, slogans. Duplication. (Due to weight, US bidders only) ...... $40 P

END OF SALE
保险是我们的业务。我们打算继续发展它。